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Fix Rain Gutters That Are Sagging From the House 

Keep the rain gutters in good shape to avoid damage to your house. 

You are able to identify a drooping rain gutter, a treadmill whose supports have loose and permitted it to distance themself in the house, by realizing 
water that's seeping from the low place within the rain gutters, lengthy after rain fall has stopped. This leak comes from put water in a low place 
across the rain gutter. Repair this issue whenever you notice it, because the weight from the water could cause the rain gutter to drag farther in the 
house. You will find three techniques of repairing sagging rain gutters, with respect to the design. This repair is simpler for those who have a 
assistant aiding you. Possess a question? Have your call answered from the Renovator now! 

Things You Will Need 

 Ladder 

 Chalk line 

 Pry bar 

 Torpedo Level  
 

Instructions 

Strap-Type Hanger 

Put the ladder, or two steps, for those who have a assistant, near the house. Climb the steps and snap a chalk line that stretches in the gutter's 
downspout towards the gutter's greatest finish. Snap the road from the fascia, the fascia board by which the rain gutter is installed. 

Lift the perimeters from the roof shingles at the stage where the rain gutter is tugging away. The finish from the strap hanger is situated beneath the 
shingles. Wedge the flat finish of the pry bar beneath the strap hanger and pry in the nails that anchor it. 

Contain the rain gutter up, despite the chalk line. Pull the strap tight. Hammer gal nails in to the strap holes, changing that old nails, to anchor the 
strap beneath the shingle. Don't make holes within the roofing. 

Spike-and-Ferrule hanger 

Wedge a wood block in to the rain gutter, in the place in which the spike has drawn out. Put the claws of the hammer round the spike and tug it. 

Drill a brand new hole with the rain gutter, a couple of inches from the old spike hole. Ensure the drill bit produces an opening that's roughly exactly 
the same size because the old hole. 

Use a drive bit in to the drill. Contain the rain gutter as much as the chalk line around the fascia. Place a rain gutter screw with the new hole. Drive 
the screw in to the fascia, while using drill. 

Hidden hangers 

Press inside the Rain Gutter which is mounted hidden the rain gutter with a 2” screw rain gutter. Possess a assistant contain the rain gutter in 
position. 

Pry the mounting bracket in the fascia, while using pry bar. Align the replacement bracket using the chalk line around the fascia, and drive 6d gal 
nails with the bracket having a hammer, in to the fascia, to secure it. 

Place the rain gutter lower in to the new bracket previously mentioned. Press the bracket in, and snap the clamp into position over the top gutter. 
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